
H.Preiss International Wasser-Aktivatoren 

H.Preiss water activators



About us: Helmut Preiss started his success story 
already in 1993, he realised early on that the future 
market of the 21st century will be „water“.

Since 2002, the visionary has not only made an ex-
cellent name for himself in the water market with his 
own company H.Preiss International but he revolu-
tionised the market with the high-quality membrane 
technology water treatment systems. These innova-
tive products sell fast not only in Germany, Austria 
and Switzerland but they are also available in adja-
cent EU countries such as The Netherlands, France, 
Slovenia, Belgium etc. Our international expert ad-
visors will gladly advice you on site.

Thanks to outstanding engineers and a high-quality 
product management it was possible to place more 
premium products on the market. With the innovative 
H.Preiss water activators we continue to ensure a 
better quality of life, enjoyment and use for the consu-

mer as well as significant savings and a considerable 
value conservation of your devices and your home.
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H.Preiss water activators

Thank you for allowing us to illustrate the 
benefits of our water activators.

Designed for maximum results

H.Preiss water activators help the water to regenerate itself

Considerable value conservation of 
your devices

H.Preiss water activators 1 inch

Invigorating, energy-rich & protective



Alles ist aus dem Wasser enstprungen!
Alles wird durch das Wasser erhalten!
Ozean, gönn‘ uns Dein ewiges Walten
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Water is life
“All is born from water!

All is sustained by water!

Ocean, grant your eternal reign!“

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 



Water is the basis of all life. Water can provide its 
life-giving force if it is clean. Let‘s have a look at the 
natural global water cycle.

Water evaporates, rises into the upper atmosphere 
and return back to earth as rain. Not a single drop 
is lost so that there is drought in some places and 
abundance in others. At an altitude above 100 km 
the tiny water drops have a diameter of only approx. 
0.01 mm and are extremely round and dimensionally 
stable - similar to a small mercury bead. During the 
transition from liquid to gas, gravity is counteracted 
and thus all compressing forces associated with gra-
vity. This is called levitation.

A purification and energising process takes place. 
The rain seeps into the soil and collects in under-
ground water veins. When the water emerges again 
as a spring it is naturally pure. Spring water has be-
come purified and absorbed earth energy on its long 
path through the layers of earth and rock. Unfortuna-
tely, as humans beings we rarely get to drink fresh 
and pure spring water nowadays. Usually, immature 
water is pumped from underground to the surface or 
contaminated surface water is „treated“.

Water has a memory; water is a carrier of infor-
mation and a solvent. 
This means, for example, that water can collect and 
release healing and conscious-raising information of 
the earth and the cosmos as described by Rudolf 
Steiner. Information consists of electromagnetic os-
cillations of certain wavelengths that we also know 
from radio and TV or ultrasound, amongst others. 
They are transmitted according to the principles of 
the law of resonance which acts in all regions of the 

universe.

We reap what we sow. 
There are no accidents; cosmos in Greek means „or-
der“; so everything follows principles.

Biological systems can therefore exchange informa-
tion via resonance and water is the carrier of infor-
mation. Pathogenic information in the organism is 
physically deleted by its counter information without 
a chemically verifiable change. So we can transfer 
the oscillation or frequency to the organism to remind 
it of how to oscillate in a healthy way. This principle 
is also used in the bio-resonance therapy (orgone 
radiator).

The law of resonance acts in all areas of our 
being.
At this point it must become clear that water also 
uses resonance to store in its memory all the to-

xins information with which it has come into contact 
and that it releases it again to other organisms. The 
call for clean air and environmental protection must 
therefore have absolute priority.

A lot of the environmental stress results from the 
fact that humans today uses explosive, hence out-
ward directed, forces. These are destructive forces 
causing extreme subsequent damage. Yet, nature 
shows us day in and day out that implosive forces 
are not only more effective but also have no harmful 
side effects.

Nature does not know any straight running or piped 
river courses because it uses implosion instead of 
the centrifugal explosion to purify the water. The im-
plosive force acts inward, thus centripetal, i.e. the 
force is focused on the centre. Streams left in their 
natural state produce swirling movements (eddies). 
This swirling allows the water to absorb oxygen and 

The purity and quality of water is critical
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it can even purify itself to a certain degree. Organic 
contaminations are usually not a problem. It is the 
chemical toxic residuals and toxins information that 
lets the water collapse.

There are forward-looking scientists that say that 
our water is no longer able to regenerate itself on its 
own; it is already that much contaminated. The pollu-
tion consists essentially of exhaust gases and toxins 
from industry and agriculture but also from private 
households.

The waterworks make their best effort to filter the to-
xic substances from the water. These efforts must 
be increased year after year; it should therefore not 
astonish anyone that the permissible limit values are 
increased as a last resort.

It is not just the chemical substances (residual va-
lues) that threaten our organism but also and espe-

cially toxins information that is stored via resonance 
in the water memory and all biological organisms.

At this point, the question arises whether the 
pollutant information can be deleted at all?
 
Laser and X-ray radiation would delete the toxins 
information but new toxic compounds would form. 
Even radioactive radiation, which is sometimes used 
irresponsibly for the conservation of food, is not a 
solution.

H.Preiss International has developed water ac-
tivators that provide essential help to the harmed 
water to bring it back to its original state.

We gladly explain this principle in more detail further 
below...
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“The water is a 

friendly element to a man

who is at home in it and

knows how to deal with it.“

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 



Through the consistent use of creation principles 
such as divine geometry according to the golden 
ratio, divine mathematics, cosmic wavelength of 
light, form radiation, among other things, the cosmic 
life energy is focused and - similar to a laser beam 
- bundled. Biological life would not be possible wit-
hout the existence of this life energy. It is known to 
all cultures, for example, in Japan as „Reiki“, to the 
Chinese as „Chi“, to the Hindu as „Prana“; the Rus-
sians call it „bio plasma“, the Hawaiians „Huna“ and 
the Israelis „Manna“. Wilhelm Reich called it „Orgone 
energy“.

The water activators of H.Preiss International carry 
this bundled life energy at the speed of light. The wa-
ter is practically absorbed in light.

Something amazing happens then.

As is the case in the upper atmospheric layers, the 
surface tension of the water will be reduced. This 
makes it soft like rainwater.
Benefits: Soft water is better able to transport the nu-
trients toward the cells and the waste products away 
from them. It won‘t dry the skin. It better activates 
other substances so that you save on detergent and 
the heavily polluting softener. Toxins information has 
lower material vibrations.
The water activators, however, emit very high light 
frequencies. The activation or immersion in light 
stores these light frequencies in the water memory. 
Prof. Popp calls these smallest light particles „bio 
photons“. Quantum physics calls it „light quantums“. 
These light frequencies are measured in bio photon 
Hertz. When you drink activated water or bath in acti-
vated water more light particles will reach our etheric 

bodies (emotional, mental and spiritual body) - also 
called aura - which nurtures them and allows for a 
better development. To strengthen the aura means 
also to strengthen the immune system whereby we 
build an outward acting, strong protective shield. 
Prof. Popp has also shown that these bio photons 
are found in organically produced food. Food produ-
ced in chemical agriculture, however, is energetically 
dead.

The H.Preiss water activators increase the oxygen 
content of the water; they support all natural regene-
ration processes and activate the microorganisms.

The taste of water is significantly improved; it is more 
harmonious and softer, even somewhat sweet. Cof-
fee and tea will taste better that way. The inorganic 
minerals dissolved in the water can barely be ab-
sorbed by the organism and will in fact stress the 
body with deposits. The minerals in activated water 
remain capable of flowing as they have a different 
crystalline structure.  The body will simply secrete 
anything that the body is not able to utilise.

Even the pipelines and heating elements will be pro-
tected from the deposits which will lead to energy 
savings. Existing limescale deposits will even be re-
moved over time.

And now back to resonance. If you bath in low-
energy „dead“ tap water your organism will release 
energy to the bathing water until it is in harmony with 
the bathing water. You feel tired after the bathing be-
cause you lost energy. However, if you bath in ac-
tivated, energy-rich water, the process is reversed. 
Your organism will withdraw energy from the water 
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until both have adjusted. After your bath, you will feel 
much fresher and recharged.

A note for all cooks: Our food also benefits from 
energy-rich water. If, for example, peeled potatoes 
are placed in low-energy tab water, they will, as is 
generally known, leach out. Not so in case of activa-
ted water.
     
The quality and the taste of food prepared with ac-
tivated water is also significantly improved. You will 
need less salt and spices to create a full taste expe-
rience.

Activated water has amazing properties



This will get the homemakers excited:
Activated water cleans significantly better. Limesca-
les no longer have to be polished, a simple wiping 
is sufficient. And you also save on detergents and 
rinsing agents.

It goes without saying that plants and animals also 
love the activated water. A healthy diet and healthy 
water is the basis for a healthy life. If the body is un-
dernourished the mind will also fall ill and vice versa.

It‘s a lot of fun to experiment with activated, li-
ving water.
Over time, our perception becomes more and more 
sensitive and we will recognise the laws of creation 
in nature. The desire to live in harmony with nature 

and not to work against it becomes stronger.

This script has provided you with basic knowledge on 
how the cosmos gives us a great opportunity to rege-
nerate, even heal, the affected water. Due to the plus/
minus polarities our three-dimensional world works like 
a pendulum. If it has swung far into the negative due to 
the environmental destruction by humans, it will swing 
back with great force into the positive. The water acti-
vator is surely such a positive impact.

Reference: Excerpts from „Lebenselexier Wasser“ (Elixir water) writ-
ten by Herwig Haarlammert
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“New acquired scientific 

knowledge can usually not be 

explained in such a way 

that its opponents are convinced. 

They will maybe die off 

and a new generation 

will be familiar with 

the truth right from the start.“

Max Planck



Water is the carrier of the life force.

What are the three most important functions of wa-
ter?

1. Solvent
2. Means of transport
3. Cleaning agent

Did you know?
98 % of all metabolic functions in the human body 
depend on two factors: The quantity and the quality 
of water.

Why is water vitally important?
• Because a human being consists of more than  
 70 % of water.
• Because approx. 2000 litres of water flow through 
 the kidneys and approx. 1400 litres through the 
 brain within 24 hours.
• Because our body has a network of veins meas 
 ring approx. 100,000 km. Only 1.5 km thereof is 
 visible. The rest can only be detected under the 
 microscope or with strong imaging technologies.

What are the consequences of a lack of water? 
Already... 
• at 2 %: Endurance and reasoning power (slight 

sensation of thirst) is reduced
• at 3 %: Deficiency in concentration and loss of 

performance, decline of saliva and urine pro-
duction (dark urine)

• bei 4 %: nachlassende Kraft (Durstgefühl)
• at 5 %: Accelerated cardiac activity, increasing 

pulse and temperature (slight fever), anxieties.
• at 6 %: Weakness, irritability and exhaustion 

(strong sensation of thirst)
• at 8 %: Nausea and disorder of motor skills
• at 10 %: Confusedness (disorder of the central 

nervous system), cramps and trouble walking 
• at 15 %: The life-threatening threshold has 

been exceeded; it may lead to skin cracks and 
organ failure 

• at 20 %: Fatal, the organ system of a human 
being is no longer viable
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Why is it recommended to drink activated 
water?

Brain	 90	%

Lung	 86	%

Hearth	 75	%

Kidney	 83	%

Muscle	 75	%

Blood	 83	%

Our body consists in 
fact of more than 70% 
of water

Proportion of water in the body:

Identifying relationships and acting on it

No drying of the skin
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Improvement of water quality
The H.Preiss water activators are the new dimensi-
on in the physical-energetic water treatment using a 
swirling technique following nature‘s example (me-
andering shape).

The H.Preiss water activator is a multi-layered bio 
energy accumulator that radiates in the flow direction 
of the water. The additional H.Preiss turbo charger 
radiates against the flow direction of the water.

Swirling technology of the water activators
H.Preiss water activators are multi-layered bio ener-
gy accumulators featuring original Schauberger 
swirling technology that provides essential help to 
the low-energy water to bring it back into its original 
state.
Nature does not know any straight running or piped 
river courses because it uses implosion instead of 
the centrifugal explosion to purify the water.
The implosive force acts inward, hence it is centripe-
tal. That means the force is focused on the centre. 
Streams left in their natural state produce swirling 
movements (eddies). This swirl allows the water to 
absorb oxygen and it can even purify itself to a cer-
tain degree. By the way, the Romans already ins-
talled meanders in their water lines for swirling.

The information energy of water
Thanks to its special physical structure as a fluid 
crystal, water is able to absorb, store and pass on 
the frequency pattern from other substances. This is 
made possible by so-called hydrogen bridges.

The latest research results therefore also explain 
the effectiveness of homeopathy. Water reacts like 
a sensitive antenna to everything in its surroundings.

Scientific research has shown that even cosmic con-
ditions such as planet constellations or moon phases 
will have an influence on water. In fact, it has been 
proven that water has a sort of „memory“. Water 
can store information and pass on this information. 
Unfortunately, it does not distinguish between posi-
tive and negative information. By analysing water, a 
German Diplom physicist was able to show that wa-
ter still contained the electromagnetic vibrations of 
harmful substances even after purification. It is not 
the chemical substances then that will act on the or-
ganism but the harmful electromagnetic frequencies 
of the harmful substances. Such frequencies can be 
neutralised by the H.Preiss water activators.
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Principles and processes used by 
H.Preiss water activators

Example in nature 
According to the principle of implosion, we use a 
meandering swirling spiral for the H.Preiss water ac-
tivators. This meandering swirling spiral is modelled 
after nature. In nature, streams and rivers have the-
se sinusoidal meandering courses. These meanders 
in the streams and rivers favour the swirling and the 
water will extract oxygen from the air during this pro-
cess. The water is vitalised by this process and ener-
getically purified.

The water flows into the device through three inlets 
passed the meandering swirling spiral made of food-
safe POM (polyoxymethylene). The water swirl crea-
tes a hollow space at the tip behind the spiral crea-
ting a pull toward the centre of the pipe and thus an 
implosive or centripetal force which gently removes 
limescale and rust deposits from the downstream 
pipes. These effects that otherwise occur in nature 
are achieved by the H.Preiss water activators and 
could be verified through many tests.

 

“Water is the source 

of everything“

Thales von Milet 



Viktor Schauberger‘s findings
As a forest superintendent close to nature he disco-
vered many methods that were very useful for agri-
culture and the handling of water (e.g. log flumes).

Schauberger developed a completely new concept 
of nature, energy and ultimately awareness. His un-
derstanding of nature and technology was distinctly 
different from today‘s highly industrialised civilisati-
on. During the course of his work, Schauberger ob-
tained 13 patents.

Just like Wilhelm Reich, Nikola Tesla and Georges 
Lakhovsky he is considered the discoverer of the so-
called “free energy“.

 

Clear parallels: 
Koodoo- double helix of DNA - water

The horn of the koodoo has the same shape as the 
double helix of DNA. Water takes the same shape if 
left unobstructed.

Water is the carrier of the life force.
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Insights into the water vitalising techno-
logy using the example of the H.Preiss 
water activator 1½ inch.

Reducer Neodymium Outer end 
tube made 
of PVC

PVC 
sleeve 

Inside is a water ampulla 
containing spring water 
from an especially powerful 
mineral spring.

Red brass 
thread 1½ 
inch

Mini bio-energy accumulator 
(maintenance-free) radiating 
against the flow direction. This 
will inform the water before it 
meets the POM 1½ inch meande-
ring spiral.

The POM (polyoxy-
methylene) meandering 
spiral creates the 
meandering and 
swirling effect 
(implosion), which is 
how nature operates.

Orgone radiator made of brass 

Food-safe, tested and certified PVC retro-
fitting

Bright rock crystals and quartz sand
inside the orgone radiator

Mini bio-energy accumulator, radiating 
against the flow direction

Thread made of red brass 
8 strong neodymium magnets
Coated copper spiral
Food-safe POM meander spiral
modelled on nature
Energy transfer via geometrical form radi-
ations
Maintenance-free bio-energy accumulators

The combination of know-how and the finest com-
ponents result in unprecedented effective vitali-
sation! 
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A powerful anti-clockwise 
copper spiral with a 13-fold 
winding on the inner PVC 
tube.

PVC tube
of PVC

PVC 
sleeve

Reducer

The POM (polyoxy-
methylene) meandering 
spiral creates the 
meandering and 
swirling effect 
(implosion), which is 
how nature operates.

Bio-energy accumulator (maintenance-free orgone radiator) with 9 ribbed geo-
metrical form radiation in the flow direction of the water. Above it you will find an 
additional clockwise Lakhovski copper spiral (can not be shown in this illustration). 
Inside the bio-energy accumulator is a brass spiral probe with a geometrical spiral 
milled into it and an additional turbo charger, an ampulla with special mineral wa-
ter, rock crystals, quartz sand and biological cotton in which positive information is 
stored. This strengthens the energy absorption in an optimal way even if the water 
is in a resting state. 

Red brass 
1½ inch

Neodymium

“Water does not work 

in the sense 

what it will bring along 

but what it takes along.“

Prof. Huchard

 

The H.Preiss 
water activa-

tors are 
manufactured 
exclusively in 

Germany.
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The swirling inside the H.Preiss water  
activators for the vitalisation, energisation 
of water and removal of lime is modelled 
after nature, with numerous mechanisms:

NeodymiumMagnetic field for 
the lime treatment

Pre-accumulation chamber: 
The water meets the round plate 
and is directed into the channels 
of the meandering spiral.

• Large Orgone radiator radiating in the flow direction of 
the water, with 5 organic and inorganic layers inside 
the device (vertical).

• Smaller mini orgone radiator radiating against the flow 
direction of the water.

• Geometrical form radiation for the ideal energy trans-
fer.

• Nine-fold axial orgone layering of the overall device.

• 8 very strong neodymium magnets on the device: 4 
magnets on the intake of the device and 4 magnets 
on the outlet of the device create two strong magnetic 
fields for changing the microstructure of the lime in 
water.

• Swirling spiral with meandering principle, with anti-
clockwise and clockwise swirls following nature‘s ex-
ample like in streams and rivers.

• 2 Lakhovsky copper spirals for an additional energi-
sing of the water, with a selected Fibonacci sequence.

• The overall device is shielded against electromagne-
tic and geopathic stray radiation.

• The implosion is generated on the cone at the outlet 
of the water from the swirling spiral following nature‘s 
example.

• The water will be enriched in the swirling spiral with 
oxygen information and a lot of other positive water 
information.

• In addition to the above mentioned active principles of 
implosion, the water swirl will also remove lime, rust 
and other deposits in the tube.

• The numerous active mechanisms create a soft water 
effect.
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Neodymium Whirlpool 

(hollow inside)
Pre-accumulation chamber: 
The water meets the round plate 
and is directed into the channels 
of the meandering spiral.

Downstream of the streamlined round plate the water meets three larger inlet 
channels and is then directed through the POM (polyoxymethylene) meandering 
spiral following nature‘s example. There is always an anti-clockwise and clock-
wise swirl generated at each meandering curve. The water is then directed into 
three inclined channels which make the water flow faster. This prepares the  
water for an optimum energy absorption by the bio-energy radiator and the  
following implosion. 

Inside and downstream of the 
meandering spiral 

the water is enriched 
by the bio-energy accumulator 

with oxygen information and 
further positive water information.

Magnetic field for 
the lime treatment



The swirling meandering spiral

The POM swirling meandering spiral consists of 
food-safe plastic. It is harmless for humans, animals 
and the environment (according to the Food Requi-
rements Act). The swirling spiral guides the tap water 
through a sinusoidal curve which is also called the 
meander.

The Austrian Viktor Schauberger, a pioneer in water 
research and water swirling, said: „Your must un-
derstand nature and then copy it“. The meandering 
shape of the POM swirling spiral has been copied 
from nature and has been integrated into a compact 
device and is based on research by Viktor Schau-
berger. 

Along the curves of the swirling spiral the water 
flowing through will even form micro eddies. The 
water is then swirled around anti-clockwise and 
then again clockwise. The water will be strongly 
vitalised which otherwise only happens directly 
in nature. As the water exits from the swirling 
spiral it will be subject to implosion due to the 
high line pressure (3 to 4 bar) (with a space void 
of air inside). The resulting whirlpool levitates 
the water, i.e. it is brought into a higher energetic 
state.

   

Neodymium magnets and water clusters

Strong industrial magnets (neodymium) (illustration 
below) are mounted to the inlet and outlet area of 
the H.Preiss water activator. The magnetic effect 
changes the microstructure of the lime dissolved in 
the water. The additional swirling of the water chan-
ges the water clusters resulting in the soft water 
effect. The lime changes insofar that it is no longer 
deposited as before on the inner walls of the water 
pipes, the water taps and the water boiler. Since the 
H.Preiss water activator is not a filter system the lime 
can not be separated from the water. However, as a 
user you will notice that the lime in the water boiler 
can be relatively easy washed off once a week with 
a conventional household sponge. The swirling of 
the water inside the water pipe also removes and 
flushes out the limescale and rust that accumulated 
over the years. 

Effectiveness of individual components

Copper spirals for the additional energisation

In order to implement an additional action princip-
le, two copper spirals have been installed into the 
H.Preiss water activator. Copper spirals give water 
an additional impulse for the energisation. This is 
an effect that was discovered by the Russian re-
searcher Georges Lakhosky. Copper as a metal is 
considered invigorating, stimulating or vitalising for 
humans, animals and the earth. We use a clockwi-
se copper spiral with 11 windings directly on the tip 
of the orgone radiator with its 9 ribs. The H.Preiss 
water activator 1 inch PVC retrofit houses an anti-
clockwise copper spiral with 13 windings. We inten-
tionally use a clockwise and an anti-clockwise spiral 
at the same time as these two principle appear 
everywhere in nature.

Anti-clockwise is considered „energetically purifying“ 
or „deflecting from parasitic oscillations“ and clockwi-
se is considered “invigorating“ or “stimulating“.

The number 13, the number of windings for the ou-
ter copper spiral, is not an accident but represents a 
number from the so-called Fibonacci number series. 
This series of numbers: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 
89 etc. is a principle in nature according to which 
all living forms are build. According to this series 
of numbers, nature creates harmonious or organic 
growth.
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The core piece of the H.Preiss water activator is the 
so-called orgone radiator. The orgone energy can be 
traced back to a discovery of Dr. Wilhelm Reich. This 
orgone radiator collects bio-vital energy from nature 
and then releases this energy back to the water pu-
rified and enriched with at lot of positive informati-
on. The water will therefore get back its original vital 
quality.

The orgone radiator consists of brass which is an 
alloy made of copper and zinc. Since time immemo-
rial these metals have been assigned specific pro-
perties. Copper stands for the planet Venus (female 
characteristics) and zinc for the planet Jupiter (male 
characteristics). Brass is the perfect symbiosis of 
these two classic metals. Brass was therefore, for 
example, already used by the ancient Egyptians. 
Brass as a metal is neutral for humans, animals and 
the environment and considered harmless (food-
safe).

The orgone radiator has been designed according to 
exact dimensions. Its dimensions are 2 x the wave-
length 7.23 cm. This wavelength is resonating with 
the cosmic background radiation that originates from 
the big bang, the origin of our universe. This wave-
length corresponds to the „OM“ sound from Sanskrit.

The orgone radiator is a hollow body in the rear sec-
tion. Inside the chamber there a small turbo charger 
with a continuous clockwise threaded rod. It is filled 
with light-intense substances from nature. It contains 
in alternating layers organic cotton, transparent tum-
bled rock crystals and ultrapure quartz sand. The 
rear chamber of the orgone radiator has the effect of 
a catalyst: negative room radiation is purified.
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Thanks to its geometrical form radiation (which goes 
back to the American researcher Drunvalo Melchi-
zedek) the orgone radiator is able to transfer etheric 
information. The nine ribs of the radiator serve as 
the amplifier of the etheric bio-vital information to be 
transmitted. Thanks to the high vibrations of the 9 
ribs that act like insulators the orgone radiator cleans 
itself energetically and does not accept any negative 
foreign information from its surroundings.

The hyperbolic shape of the tip bundles the etheric 
information of the orgone radiator and gives it off 
again in a directional beam to the flowing water in 
the line. In addition, there is a small turbo orgone 
radiator installed in the round plate at the inlet of the 
meander worm, which already radiates in the direc-
tion of the tap water. That way the incoming water 
already receives positive, etheric pre-information be

fore it flows into the meander worm of the H.Preiss 
water activator. Overall, the water will be energised 
to a high degree by the built-in orgone radiator and 
the small turbo radiator and the toxins information in 
the energetic range will be deleted.

The orgone radiator

Turbo orgone 
radiator

Hyperbolically 
shaped tip

Bio-energy accumulator (orgone radiator)

4 ribs for the geometrical form 
radiation

9 ribs for the geometrical form 
radiation

(incl. probe, rock crystals, quartz sand, cotton...)



According to the research und findings of the world-famous water researcher 
Dr. Masaru Emoto, water is capable of storing environmental information and 
thus able to reproduce the water quality of the water crystals. For the photo-
graphs of the water crystals, 22 drops of the respective water sample were 
frozen. Afterwards, the drops were photographed under an electron micro-
scope. The photos taken have been optimised using computer technology.

All pictures have been taken by Ernst F. Braun according to the process of Dr. Masaru Emoto. 

    
 Abbildungen links: Wasser-
moleküle von herkömmlichem Leitungs-
wasser 

Abbildungen rechts: Wassermoleküle 
nach der Wasser-Aktivierung 
 

    
    
   

Visible benefits:

Quality made visible using 
the example of water crystals
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Limescale deposits do not have a chance!
The visible benefits:
 

Heating spiral of a water 
boiler with limescale 
deposits and after 
using the water activator.

Before After a few weeks

Cooking pot with lime 
deposits and after 
using the water activator.

Before After a few weeks

Water pipeline with 
limescale deposits and 
after using the water 
activator.

Before After a few months

Pictures on the left: Water molecu-
les of common tap water

Pictures on the right: Water molecu-
les after the water activation
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The compact H.Preiss water activators are properly 
and easily installed downstream of the water gauge 
and any possible water filter on an existing cold wa-
ter connection by one of our many qualified fitters. 

You will have excellent, fresh, live and vitalised wa-
ters available every day to prepare your dishes, be-
verages or simply for drinking.

Installation of a H.Preiss water activator in a one-
family house..

Installation examples of the H.Preiss  
water activator:

“The noblest of the elements 

is water“  

Pindar
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• Limescale deposits in pipelines and boiler sys-
tems are removed

• Shower heads and aerators do not have to be 
constantly replaced

• Easier care of shower partitions, stainless steel 
sinks, tiles and natural stones

• Reduces the use of chemical cleaners
• Hot water treatment is more effective and cost 

efficient
• Drinking water tastes better
• and many more...
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Benefits after the installation of the 
H.Preiss water activator in one-family and 
multi-family houses:



• Less energy consumption due to improved ther-
mal conductivity

• Spray arms, inlet strainers, heating coils, heat 
exchangers, food warmers, coffee machines 
and door hinges no longer have to be maintai-
ned and replaced resulting in significant cost re-
ductions

• Water in the heat circuit remains clear resulting 
in a better heat output

• Bacteria in the heating circuit are minimised re-
sulting in less pipe corrosion

• and many more...

Benefits after the installation of the 
H.Preiss water activator in commercial 
facilities:

23 
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Did you know that we humans are able to sense over 
ten thousand different flavours?  

It is not without reason that we often talk about an 
„explosion of flavours“. In activated water all flavours 
and ingredients can fully develop. The dishes, the 
coffee or tea becomes an unequalled taste experi-
ence.

Rediscover the pure taste of coffee and tea!
Just do something for your well-being. Stay relaxed 
while having a clean conscience regarding the en-
vironment. Just enjoy all your senses with a good 
feeling.

Enjoy now your „perfect activated water“ convenient-
ly in your kitchen! No more trips to the beverages 
market and no hauling of boxes.

The result after the installation will fully 
suit your taste!

“Get to know the water right 

and it will always be 

a reliable friend“

Sebastian Kneipp 
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Benefits:

• Reduces the costs for repairs and main-
tenance work

• Longer service life of pumps and pipe-
lines etc. 

• Longer service life of coffee machines, 
washing machines and heat exchangers

• Improved performance thanks to an in-
creased heat conductivity

• Active water lasts longer

• The water becomes softer

• Has a harmonising effect on humans

• Reduces limescale deposits in pipelines 
and boiler systems thanks to the soft 
water effect

• Well-being thanks to a natural indoor cli-
mate

• Heaters and floor heating pipes become 
free again

• and many more...

26 

Experiences in detail: 
Multi-family houses
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Benefits:

• Higher agricultural yields

• Stronger plant growth (for example grain 
and produce and many more)

• Animals prefer vitalised water and drink 
more of it

• More refined and fresher taste of food

• Vitalised water lasts longer

• When animals drink activated water the 
immune system of the animals becomes 
more robust resulting in fewer costs for 
veterinary expenses. Higher milk output 
of cows...

• Better barn climate and better rotting of 
the dung

• No increase of flies during heat waves

• Liquid manure can get into aerobic pro-
cesses thanks to activated water

• and many more...

28 

Experiences in detail:
Agriculture
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Benefits:

• The dishes taste more refined and fres-
her

• More economical use of detergents and 
cleaning agents 

• Ecological and environmentally friendly

• The facilities are better protected

• Less cleaning (limescale is removed and 
can be easier wiped away and flushed 
away)

• Reduces limescale deposits in pipelines 
and boiler systems

• Longer service life of devices such as 
coffee machines, washing machines 
and heat exchangers 

• Reduces the costs for repairs and main-
tenance work

• All water-bearing parts such as spray 
nozzles and conveyor belts remain per-
manently operational

• Combi steam ovens, heat retaining ba-
sins and coffee machines are protected

• and many more...
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Experiences in detail:
Kitchens/canteen kitchens/restaurants
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Benefits: 
• More beautiful flowerage and stronger 

plant growth

• The water is enriched with oxygen infor-
mation

• The water becomes softer

• Has a harmonising and vitalising effect 
on plants

• Reduces the surface tension of the  
water

• Longer service life of pumps and pipe-
lines etc. 

• Activated water acts like fertiliser

• Higher yields in vegetable cultivation

• Flowers and cut flowers can be longer 
preserved

• and many more...
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Experiences in detail:
Nurseries/tree farms/greenhouses
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Benefits:

• Animals prefer vitalised water and drink 
more it

• Strengthens the immune system when 
they drink activated water

• Saves veterinary costs

• Older animals become more vital

• More beautiful fur thanks to activated 
water

• Animals become more balanced

• Cows drink more water

• Drinking troughs are free of algae

• Milk tastes more refined 

• Reduces the use of medicine

• If animals are doing well, humans are 
happy

• and many more...
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Experiences in detail:
Animals
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Benefits:

• Improves the water quality in swimming 
pools, reduces the odour of chlorine

• A special feeling of well-being during bath 
and shower, noticeably softer water

• No drying of the skin

• Economical use of cleaning agents

• Longer service life of devices (heaters, 
bathroom fittings etc.)

• Rust deposits in the pipe system are re-
moved

• Lower cleaning and maintenance costs 
as well as less use of chemicals

• Longer service life of coffee machines, 
washing machines and heat exchangers

• Less use of softeners - soft water effect

• Improved heat output to an increased 
heat conductivity

• and many more...
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Experiences in detail:
Hotel sector/hotel pool/wellness area
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Benefits:

• Has a harmonising effect on humans

• Improves the water quality in, for ex-
ample, clinics and homes

• Reduces limescale deposits in pipelines

• Longer service life of devices (heaters, 
sanitary facilities etc.) in the bath, kit-
chen etc.

• Drinking water tastes better

• A full bath with activated water vitalises 
your skin, muscles and joints

• A drink cure with activated water 
strengthens the immune system

• Activated water can stimulate the diges-
tion and metabolism

• and many more...
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Experiences in detail:
Medical field
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Benefits:

• Fresher and better taste of bakery pro-
ducts

• Lower cleaning and maintenance costs

• Longer service life of equipment

• Spray arms, inlet strainers, heating 
coils, heat exchangers, food warmers, 
coffee machines and door hinges no 
longer have to be constantly maintained 
and replaced resulting in significant cost 
reductions

• Bread and bakery products can be lon-
ger preserved

• Increase in sales thanks to the use of 
activated water for bakery products

• Faster fermentation of the beer slurry 
thanks to activated water

• Better fermentation of the sourdough 
thanks to activated water

• Less use of detergents and softener 
thanks to activated water

• and many more...
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Experiences in detail:
Bakeries/breweries/laundries
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Benefits:

• No irritation of the respiratory tracts

• Pleasant bathing experience thanks to 
noticeably softer water

• Minimised chlorine odour, reduced odour

• Pleasant eye and skin tolerance

• Optimised use of chemicals

• Economical use of cleaning agents

• Reduces the cleaning effort

• Fittings remain maintenance-free for a 
longer period of time

• Shower heads and aerators do not have 
to be constantly replaced

• Easier care of shower partitions, stain-
less steel sinks, tiles and natural stones

• Reduces the formation of limescale de-
posits

• and many more... 
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Experiences in detail:
Swimming pools/wellness facilities...
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Benefits:

• Drinking water tastes better, full-bodied 
and more aromatic 

• The cluster structures of the mineral wa-
ter and the juices are positively affected

• Longer service life of equipment and 
pipelines

• The juices taste better

• Better vitality and bio-availability of all 
juices

• Minimises the bacteria in filling machi-
nes

• The drinking of activated mineral water 
and juices promotes health

• Mineral water as well as fruit and vege-
table juices are preserved for a longer 
period of time

• Increases the well-being and promotes 
health 

• and many more...
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Experiences in detail:
Water and juice filling machines
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Benefits:

• Reduces odour of the waste water

• Brings oxygen information into the was-
te water

• Reduces hydrogen sulphide, ammonia, 
methane and other rotting gases

• The consistency of the sludge remains 
smooth

• Faster transformation of the waste water 
and sludge

• No risk for rivers, streams and animals 
living in them if the water is introduced

• Aerobic bacteria flora is stimulated re-
sulting in a reduced development of gas

• and many more... 
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Experiences in detail:
Sewage plants
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Benefits:

• Less energy consumption due to impro-
ved thermal conductivityt

• Water in the heat circuit remains clear 
resulting in a better heat output

• Reduces or stabilises corrosiveness

• Reduces limescale deposits in pipelines 
and boiler systems thanks to the soft 
water effect

• Lower cleaning and maintenance costs 
of filter equipment

• Bacteria in the heat and water circuit are 
minimised resulting in less pipe corrosi-
on

• Reduces the growth of algae in the coo-
ling water circuits 

• Reduces the surface tension of the  
water

• Longer service life of all water-bearing 
machines

• and many more...
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Experiences in detail:
Industrial facilities
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Benefits:

• Clear water inside the heater (reduces 
pipe corrosion)

• Reduces the tendency to accumulate 
sludge and the susceptibility to bacterial 
contamination, reduces odour

• Heaters and floor heating pipes are 
freed again

• Increases the thermal conductivity of the 
water resulting in less energy consump-
tion

• Well-being thanks to a natural indoor cli-
mate

• Reduces the surface tension of the  
water

• Rust deposits are removed

• Positively affects the cluster structure of 
the water

• Lower cleaning and maintenance costs

• Cooling agents can be longer preserved

• and many more...
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Experiences in detail:
Cooling water circuits/heat exchangers
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SGS INSTITUT FRESENIUS GmbH
Analysis of Tangit PVC adhesives according to LFGB 
(German Food and Feed Code).

Georg Fischer Piping Systems Ltd.
The used PVC-U compositions comply with the KTW 
recommendations of the German health authority.

52 

Certifications of our manufacturer

TZW Technologiezentrum Wasser
The fittings made of PVC 10 material comply with 
the requirements of the KTW directive of the German 
Federal Environmental Agency for equipment.



DVGW Deutscher Verein des Gas- und Wasser-
faches e.V.
Micro-biological analysis of plastic pipes made of 
PVC-U based on CaZn stabilisers for the distribution 
of drinking water.

x
Gibt es noch nicht!
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H.Preiss International water activator 1 inch
(food-safe):

   

H.Preiss International Wasseraktivator 1    Zoll
(lebensmittelecht):    
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Product overview

H.Preiss International water activator 2 inch
(food-safe):

Length: 39 cm

Largest diameter: 9 cm

Maximum operating pressure: 10 Bar

Flow rate: 6,0 m3/h

Able to operate permanently under pressure, only 
for cold water equipment

Suitable for one, two and up to three-family  
houses 

Length: 55 cm

Largest diameter: 10 cm

Maximum operating pressure: 10 Bar

Flow rate: 15,0 m3/h

Able to operate permanently under pressure, only 
for cold water equipment

Suitable for multi-family houses, hotels, industrial 
and agricultural operations

Length: 60 cm

Largest diameter: 13,5 cm

Maximum operating pressure: 10 Bar

Flow rate: 24,0 m3/h

Able to operate permanently under pressure, only 
for cold water equipment

Suitable for multi-family houses, hotels, industrial 
and agricultural operations



The effectiveness of many alternative methods can 
still not be proven according to scientific criteria. The 
also applies to the water activators from H.Preiss 
International. According to traditional science, orgo-
ne energy as well as etheric vibrations do not exist. 
Therefore, natural science believes it is not possible 
that the supply of the organism with orgone energy or 
irritations of the etheric vibration fields have an influ-
ence on the physical well-being.

We hereby emphasise that we can not promise any 
medicinal benefits. The mentioned properties of our 
products are based solely on the experience made 
in the practical handling. However, they can not be 
confirmed by acknowledged measurement methods. 
The measurement methods that can prove the ef-
fects are not acknowledged according to the current 
scientific standards. You are therefore interested 
in devices based on ideas of outsider methods. We 
are therefore obligated to point out that our product 
can only create placebo effects according to the pre-
valent scientific knowledge. The use of H.Preiss In-
ternational water activators should not replace the 
treatment by a doctor or healer in case of ailments.

We would like to thank you for your trust in us and 
wish you a lot of enjoyment with our product. If you 
have any questions, please do not hesitate to call us. 
We will gladly give you advice on the phone.

Legal notice Why should you buy a built-in water activator if 
you already own membrane technology equip-
ment?

Reasons & facts for the purchase of a 
H.Preiss water activator

“Even though osmosis filtered water is chemically 
very pure, a German Diplom physicist was able to 
show that water still included the electromagnetic 
vibrations of harmful substances even after purifica-
tion. We therefore offer you a reverse osmosis wa-
ter filter system as a complete solution that includes 
our water activator based on an orgone radiator (the 
energisation unit).

The use of a reverse osmosis water filter system 
is not a substitute for the built-in water activators. 
These devices are still important for the removal of 
limescale and rust in the water circuit and heating 
water circuit as well as for the familiar effects of soft 
water, the increase of thermal conductivity, less use 
of detergents etc. In Germany, Austria and Switzer-
land, you can readily drink the tap water if a built-in 
water activator has been installed on site. It is che-
mically not pure despite the deletion of all toxins in-
formation and vitalisation of the water with the help 
of the swirling and the orgone radiator in the devices.

The water activators that you are familiar with treats 
the tap water in a strongly energetic way so that che-
mical substances can not accumulate in the body 
but are immediately secreted via the urine or the 
skin. The built-in water activators are not filters - this 
should be mentioned for a better understanding. But 
you will have chemically very pure water thanks to 
the reverse osmosis systems.“

• Drinking water tastes better
• The water becomes softer
• Toxins information is deleted
• Tab water is energised
• Limescale is removed and can be easier wiped 

away and flushed away
• Less consumption of detergent
• Has a harmonising effect on humans, animals 

and plants
• Increases the thermal conductivity of the water
• Reduces odour
• No drying of the skin
• Improves the water quality in house baths and 

garden pools
• No maintenance costs
• Brings oxygen information into the water
• Water in heating circuits remains clear (reduces 

pipe corrosion)
• Reduces the surface tension of the water
• Rust deposits are removed
• Positively affects the cluster structure of the  

water
• Reduces limescale deposits in pipelines and boi-

ler systems
• Lower cleaning and maintenance costs
• Longer service life of coffee machines, washing 

machines and heat exchangers etc.
• Environmentally friendly
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Owner: Helmut Preiss
Kleibäckerstraße 6
91472 Ipsheim
Germany

Phone	 +49	(0)98	46	-	9	77	93	-	0
Fax	 +49	(0)98	46	-	9	77	93	32
E-Mail	 info@hpreiss.de	
Internet		 www.hpreiss.com

Presented by:

The H.Preiss water activators combine numerous operating princip-
les whereby nature is the role model.

Among other things, we fall back on the research and findings of 
the bio-energy researcher such as Viktor Schauberger, Dr. Wilhelm 
Reich, Georges Lakhovsky and Drunvalo Melchizedek. 

Equipped with wonderful properties, the H.Preiss water activators 
combine all properties to allow for a maximum vitalisation of water.


